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Abstract: Enabling Systems of Community 
Self-Help & Mutual Support with Blockchain 
This paper is an exploration of community-driven finance innovation that allows for last-mile 
micro-economies to assetize their work productivity into a system of exchange that enables them to 
advance their needs, desires, and ambitions to make their lives better on their own terms. Through this 
research, we will review how Hong Kong’s thriving Time Bank community currency ecosystem can be 
scaled by adding digital tools supported by blockchain as well as uncovering inherent systemic problems 
of Time Banks that inherently cannot be solved with technology alone.  Further to this point, the work will 
explore how additional community currencies and (token) economic systems such as tokenizing shared 
resources, social services, and fractional reserves, which together can help to bring additional 
dimensions of support to these communities and overcome some of the inherent problems with Time 
Banks in general.   

 

Fig.1 Paper ledgers for individual community centers for users in closed-communities.  This research proposes blockchain to 
enable interoperable decentralized peer-to-peer transactions between all Hong Kong Time Bank communities’ users.   

Our objective is to build an open digital platform that serves a robust offering of community currency 
solutions that can help any developing community economy to overcome systemic problems of 
economic and social inequality that allows them to forge pathways towards prosperity and inclusion.  
In this whitepaper, we explore how the digital transformation of Time Banking can help scale and 
reinforce community-driven social security local safety nets to solve transitional poverty problems caused 
by intergenerational poverty or to build community resilience to face sudden crises such as the recent 
COVID-19 pandemic, which left last-mile communities the most vulnerable and severely affected. The 
whitepaper reviews pilots and workshop methodologies with select NGOs and community groups in 
Hong Kong, and reveals insights and recommendations for deploying decentralized technology.  Our 
aspirations for the findings of this Whitepaper is to help add knowledge for community-based economic 
programs and projects that seek to deploy digital and decentralized solutions.   
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Time Bank Development in Hong Kong 
Time Banking in Hong Kong began in response to the emerging social problems caused by the Asian 
Financial Crisis in 2008, where The Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK) School of Social Work 
in conjunction with St. James Settlement (an NGO for fighting poverty) collaborated to launch Hong 
Kong’s first Time Bank program in a community next to the ‘Blue-House’ tenement housing area in 
Wanchai.  
 
Time Banking allows local neighborhood community members to band together on a platform of 
mutual-support to self-organize as a means to mitigate negative impacts brought on by the financial 
crisis, and at the same time, fight against the increasing unemployment rate, simply through the 
exchange of one’s time-and-services for another’s time-and-services, documented on a ledger to 
track who is owed what by whom, but through the equivalency of time instead of a cash-price. Since 
then, Time Banks in Hong Kong became a community-driven social service model adopted by 
several social service agencies to address various local socio-economic issues, including aging, 
gender-inequality, and community support.  
 
In this Whitepaper, we will introduce pioneering organizations that are working with us to transform 
their existing time bank programs or to launch entirely new ones. The practice of Time Banks, which 
started from Wanchai, is now expanding to more districts, which similarly requires a trusted NGO 
that can issue credits to support local economic stability and growth. This service model has been 
so successful that it is now being adopted into mainstream Hong Kong corporate social 
responsibility (CSR) programs, creating a crediting system of volunteer hours that later may be 
translatable into discounts or as quantifiable badges of CSR service recognition.  
 
Time Banks were designed to provide poor communities with frameworks for building better 
resilience, and in 2019, the global pandemic of COVID-19 brought an even more serious threat to 
grassroots communities that tested the limits of the existing Time Bank system. Such 
community-based economies were immediately revisited and reevaluated, with a focus on how to 
incentivize community economies to grow organically and quickly from within the neighborhood to 
rapidly respond and self-organize to face crisis. This was a critical component in its development 
and survival, instead of strictly relying on top-down government-policy sponsorships, large-scale 
NGO initiatives, or Public-Private-Partnerships (PPP) which are often slow and costly.  
 
As a result, social capital, community collaboration and social resilience have become alternative 
strategies to compensate for systemic gaps in the government’s current welfare system and 
offsetting pressure to procure services quickly enough to respond to crises. Indeed, this endeavor to 
create community capacity from bottom-up strategies is not new; where the Hong Kong Department 
of Labour and Welfare Bureau launched the Community Investment and Inclusion Fund (CIIF) in 
20011 with the aim to build community platforms for self-organization and self-empowerment as a 
preliminary alternative to direct social service procurement for under-privileged communities.  Now, 
this trend is gaining momentum for PPP collaboration opportunities for funding, execution, and 
operations are taking shape.   
 
More recently, consortia of community economy leaders, NGOs, philanthropic foundations, and 
government social welfare agencies have come together to bring these disparate energies into more 

1 https://www.ciif.gov.hk/en/about-ciif/key-milestone.html 
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focused and concerted efforts of inter-agency and cross-disciplinary collaboration. The intention is 
to further share operational knowledge and value generated through the last decades of Time Bank 
works by different organizations and to build a bottom-up and non-governmental platform of Time 
Bank exchange. 
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Recent Developments in HK and the Case for 
Complementary Community Currencies 
For this research, we have been working in conjunction with several major Time Bank proponents in 
the Hong Kong ecosystem such as HKCSS, Hong Kong Jockey Club, and Professor Wong Hung 
from the Chinese University of Hong Kong (who is the author2 of the first HK time bank program, 
launched in Wanchai District), amongst several other stakeholders within the ecosystem.  With these 
esteemed pioneers and user communities, we have conducted workshops, interviews, and focus 
groups to discover the various pain points and value propositions manifest in the current time bank 
system, and how digital automation and decentralization can help unlock the flow for individual 
users, organizational management, and inter-community economic activity.   
 
Time Banks and Time Vouchers (terms can be used synonymously) are a type of community 
currency that have some inherent problems as a stand-alone solution, however with the advent of 
blockchain in the social finance space, we are able to explore building-up a more comprehensive 
ecosystem of economic innovations that helps to bridge the systemic gaps while helping provide 
communities with more opportunities to build more community resilience and upward mobility and 
making it easier for social programs to provide services that help overcome systemic problems of 
poverty and socio-economic volatility. 
 
More specifically, Prof. Wong Hung offers a very nuanced and specific taxonomy of Time Banking’s 
various uses, from four levels of understanding:3 
 

1. Time Bank aims at community mutual-support, to provide a medium which unlocks the 
productivity of otherwise uncapitalized production and service capacity 

2. Time Bank is a kind of community currency, taking ‘time’ as the exchange standard and 
medium and applying ‘zero interest’ to the economic system 

3. Time Bank is a type of LETS (Local Economy and Trading System) that enables communities 
to self-organize and define their own terms for trade 

4. Time Bank is a means to improve workforce development and build a more resilient 
community economy 
 

 
Professor Wong Hung 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Ph.D. Sociology, University of Warwick 
Founder of first Time Bank Program in Hong    

2
 https://www.researchgate.net/publication/237073620_Asset-based_Community_Economic_Development_Experience_and_Practice_in_Hong_Kong_in_Chinese 

3
 Presentation at Hong Kong Time Bank Network Platform - Inauguration and the 1st Symposium, 19/09/2020 
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Prof Wong Hung’s taxonomy reveals the following attributions  across the following four levels which 
reveals implications of scalability, community needs being met, and ability to connect to mainstream 
markets: 
 

Table 1: types of community currency and community economy projects 

 
As the above table reveals, different types of programs are able to address different types of issues, 
however none of them are able to continuously and sustainably resolve the full gamut of problems 
that unlock opportunities needed in last-mile economics. As a stand-alone solution, Time Banks 
have major gaps, and through much discussion and analysis with the Hong Kong timebank 
community, we have identified the following problems as the most pervasive to both the framework 
of Time Banks as well as how they are currently managed and executed in Hong Kong in particular: 
 

● analog ledgers and exchanges create prohibitive workloads, limiting ability to scale 
● centralized ledgers for separate micro-economies supported by their related communities 

cannot interoperate with one another’s community economies, stifling potential liquidity flow 
● lack in transparency & awareness of market offerings are barriers for consumers 
● lack in overall diversity of products and services available in current marketplace 
● can create conditions that undercut minimum wage – reinforcing cycles of poverty 
● does not build credit history required for more sophisticated financing solutions like SME 

loans, further perpetuating financial exclusion 
 
Our aim through this research is to address many of these problems through better systems design 
including appropriate technology integration and data-literacy capacity building of user communities 
and their respective community-led centers, and to provide a roadmap for how to achieve these 
ambitions through a hybrid approach of action-research, inter-agency organizing and coordination, 
and consistent community engagement. 
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  Time Bank 
時間銀行 

Community Currency 
社區貨幣 

LETS 
在地系統 

Community Economy 
社區經濟 

Time/service exchange 
時間/服務交換 

Y  Y  Y  Y 

Time/Service Gift (Volunteerism) 
時間/服務轉贈(義工) 

Y  Y (but not encouraging)  Y / N  Y / N 

Volunteer matching/record 
義工配對及紀錄 

Y  Y  Y / N  Y / N 

Professional service 
專業服務提供 

Y / N  Y / N  Y / N  Y 

Product exchange 
實物/貨品交換 

N  Y  Y  Y 

Project loan 
項目借貸 

Y / N  Y  Y  Y 

Project investment (with interest) 
項目投資(收取利息) 

N  N  Y  Y 

Advocating alternative economies 
推動另類可持續經濟 

N  Y / N  Y  Y 

Advocating collaborative economies 
推動團結合作經濟 

N  Y / N  Y / N  Y 



Poverty Alleviation and Upward Mobility 

Time banks are a type of community currency or community-based economic development program 
that provide means for underserved communities to gain access to goods or services that they 
otherwise would not be able to afford – a form of ledgered bartering based on time and people’s 
existing abilities.  Although these have been quite successful for helping fill small gaps in local 
economies, they are a stand-alone stop-gap measure that helps the poor and the needy to get what 
they need. Historically, these programs lack the means to create clear pathways for overall economic 
development of the community.  

As a result, only people who are extremely excluded from the employment market would have high 
incentives to participate in the time vouchers programs. The program is often perceived as a 
gamification of volunteerism that does not have the technical means to scale real economic 
development efforts that bridge towards mainstream (job) markets.  

Through our research, we found that the current Time Bank proponents and communities desire to 
connect the vouchers program (which are mainly under third sector stewardship) to other critical 
stakeholders in the public and private sector that have the means to contribute towards 
community-based and circular economies, sharing economies, and decentralized economies, all the 
while bridging with development finance and other economic development avenues to improve 
quality of life, real wages, and capacity to achieve upward mobility.  

A large gap in the time bank model is that it does not design workforce development and upward 
mobility, providing little support and without an ‘exit strategy’ from the time bank community, 
providing little incentive to graduate towards more robust ways of building capacity and financial 
improvement.  

By leapfrogging the current timebank practices from manually-written paper ledgers to 
programmable and automatable blockchain ledger technology, we are able to employ a flexible 
strategy to handle the range of low-tech and analog conditions that are empowered and governed by 
high-tech and digital conditions. Specifically, we aim to create a common technology stack that 
horizontally links different time vouchers programs together as a network of users as well as 
products and services, and vertically connects time vouchers programs with critical funders such as 
corporates (CSR), philanthropists and impact investors who are interested to contribute resources to 
the ‘reserve’ backing the time vouchers. This inclusive approach not only helps to scale the volume 
of users, but also increases the volume of services and products available to the market.  

Furthermore, Hong Kong is a highly developed city and global financial center, where timebanks as a 
grassroots model are situated to connect with government, philanthropy, and impact investment 
sectors, but until this point, have not been given a very promising opportunity to connect top-down 
support with timebanks’ bottom-up momentum.   

Our aim is to bring these two worlds together through community-based technology and economic 
development strategies.  We believe that Hong Kong is in a good position to leverage this digitally 
enabled strategy since it’s population’s digital literacy is amongst one of the highest in the world 
across classes, and because of its high-density living environment, community currencies have great 
potential to thrive across informal markets while acting as a bridging mechanism towards the 
adoption these economic activities into the formal economy.  
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To elaborate, our digital community currency program addresses poverty on two levels: 

● Alleviating poverty – to provide sufficient support (in terms of services and products) in 
order to improve quality of life. Time bank directly purchases social services through NGOs 
and NPOs minting tokens (currently paper vouchers) to community members providing such 
supporting services to one another, and by doing so, establishes a platform for the 
community to build and accrue social capital for mutual support via microservices and 
collaborative economic activity.  
 
Whereas the classic philanthropy or government-backed service procurement model can 
only act via a litany of bureaucratic processes to identify problems and deploying solutions, 
the mutual support platform strategy focuses on building social resilience that can rapidly 
respond to changes to avert cascading conditions during crisis. And during an unavoidable 
crisis such as COVID-19, the community produces its own resiliency through an existing 
mutual support network providing basic social security, communal education, and 
safeguards defined and executed within their own community. 
 

● Lifting out of poverty –  creating upward mobility within the community, so that community 
members can not only make incremental improvement on their quality of life, but also make 
planned decisions and commitments to escape from poverty in controlled and strategic 
strides. Community currency promotes upward mobility by improving financial literacy and 
best practices like savings, therefore building a more creditable financial identity, preparing 
the working poor to exit from poverty and enter an improved economic reality with better 
skills, credit track records, and financial backing. This allows them to undertake more 
financial opportunities, responsibilities, and liabilities that previously they could not have 
qualified.  

By expanding participants’ financial literacy and bankability profiles, our program is designed to help 
users to expand beyond community currencies integrating inclusive community-based development 
finance programs such as micro equity, microfinance, as well as community micro-business 
incubation support.  

Our aspiration is to build upon the existing timebank networks and solutions to develop a broader 
and more inclusive collaborative-community-economy by employing digital automations that helps 
to build community financial literacy, scales community-driven collaborative economics, and 
provides clear pathways towards achieving upward mobility, for which we can see the timebank 
programs as only a starting point to launch several community-finance innovations that can work 
hand-in-hand. We seek to both to alleviate suffering from poverty and to lift people out of the 
pre-conditions that continually drive cyclical poverty by not just focusing on stop-gap measures but 
to integrate with existing government programs, philanthropic efforts, social service providers, and 
mainstream markets. By decentralizing the program, we aim to shift the social service model from 
focusing only on a top-down social welfare approach, towards a grassroots-driven economic 
development path. 

Time Banks at Scale  

The Time Banks face very hard limitations to scale the program effectively across Hong Kong due to 
analog and centralized operations and records keeping for which, as proposed in this white paper, a 
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digital transformation and decentralization should be able to unlock, however the dimensions of 
scale need to be examined a bit further which is not just about acquiring new users, but also about 
increasing the volume of utility within the system.   
 
First, in Hong Kong there is already a growing community of users participating in the collaborative 
economy, the question is how to convert them before we create more. For example, there is a large 
presence of Hong Kong NGOs, SEs, and community groups creating facebook groups dedicated to 
bartering or other related community exchange programs. A majority of residents in the city have 
already been touched by some form of circular, shared, or collaborative economy, whether using a 
shared car service or participating in a time bank, and particularly so for grassroots communities that 
self-organize to stay afloat.  
 
Second, the goal is not pinned solely on the size of the user base nor the volume of transactions as 
is with most commercial mobile apps or De-Fi, but rather is focused on the accrual and flow of social 
capital within the ecosystem that contributing towards poverty alleviation and upward mobility; 
quality-of-life improvement indicators, how many new skill sets have been accredited, new degrees 
earned and new micro businesses launched or improved.  

We found that when designing to capture the longtail of community economies, there are two 
perspectives to consider towards scale:  (1) the scale of each community/collaborative economy as a 
unique cell that fills specific needs of its surrounding neighbors and constituent parts, and (2) the 
overall aggregated scale combining all those cells as a unique organism that can move all the cells 
together.  In each case, the platform needed to address these two scales must be highly adaptive 
that can onboard the uniqueness of each cell type, while being able to coordinate to make broader 
moves that the organism intends to make.   

Community economies are very private, closed circles, and highly self-selective. However, there is 
great need for interactions and exchange between communities. This is why we have no intention to 
conform each unique community onto ONE monolithic cloud platform, but to build an adaptively 
cellular system for individual communities to address their needs case by case, decentrally 
managed,  grafted into a marketplace that connect all cells as a continuous micro free market 
economy instead of creating an archipelago of noncontiguous micro economies.  

At the cellular level, the community culture, local economics, and program design actually set the 
parameters for the size of each program.  For example, the smallest case is a transitional housing 
community of 20 tenants/users (SoUK) for which their time bank program is determined by the 
physical capacity of the residential building, whereas in one of the larger cells is a community-based 
buyers’ club in Taipo District with 30,000 people that has restrictions on membership only to the 
residential district instead of a building. The parameters to understand how scale is optimized should 
therefore be case-by-case and by specificity.   

When we are further along in the program development, we hope to offer a taxonomy of different 
scale time bank use-case scenarios, from big to small, so that we can develop templates for future 
participants to use, where each template may consolidate different dimensions of social capital, 
programming, and need, to help group similarly matched or complementary groups of users that can 
foster a more natural flow of supply and demand to power the system.  Overall, we hope that the 
aggregated sum of the individual communities as cells can interact and coordinate between cells 
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fluidly, and can move together to hedge one another’s risk, where the metrics to measure success is 
the simplicity of the exchange of and between marketplace rules. 

Decentralized Time Bank Efficiency  

If digital transformation and decentralization will help time banks to scale, then what are the 
efficiencies gained by doing so?  In the past several years in Hong Kong, with ubiquitous digital 
convenience infiltrating people's daily lives already at a rapid pace, the digital transformation went 
into hyperspeed with COVID19 across the city, totally changing the paradigm of community 
collaborative economy. Originally, in classic time bank models were created during the pre-digital 
era, limited by the analog workflow for ledger documentation.  Hong Kong time banks document 
transactions on a centralized analog paper book – the organization provides credit to users either as 
a volunteering reward vouchers or welfare subsidy vouchers, and can trade those vouchers back to 
the organization receive those rewards or services in a one-to-one relationship which does not allow 
liquidity between users. Bookkeeping can only happen in the physical space of the organization and 
is mitigated by a physical book that can only record events happening at this unique community 
center, and cannot register to or from other community centers with time bank programs. This 
causes massive inefficiency through (1) big operation cost to manage bookkeeping, (2) no liquidity 
among users to multiply the value, (3) no trust between individual users and organizations for the 
book keeping.   

Obviously, as stated in this paper, digitization solves the analog problem, and decentralization solves 
the trust problem that can disintermediate the immediacy that community centers played in the time 
banks, such that users between communities can trade with one another without fear of loss due to 
trade imbalances between currencies.  Digitization also allows for better matching of products and 
services, for which each community governs slightly differently. Some are buy-side driven (only 
posting needs, such as Taipo Community Coop as a buyers’ club for crowdfunding for supplies), 
whereas some focus on sell-side economy (only posting available products or services, such as 
urban farming coop only need to let the community know what they have), while some do both (like 
service bartering for exchange of products and services in many NGO cases).  

Moreover for the expansion of a social micro economic system like time banks, efficiency is not only 
to how much resources can be saved for the systems operations, but rather how much new value 
can be created to help that community economy to rise, solving poverty, social resilience, or other 
social issues. 

1. Philanthropy Efficiency – technology enables peer-to-peer transaction and trustworthy 
cloud-based ledger. Therefore each dollar (or service voucher) input to the community, will 
generate peer-to-peer transaction or liquidity. For example, if one dollar is input, and is 
circulating 4 times among people, and finally gets redeemed for service. The 
cost-effectiveness is therefore 4X in this case. This adds huge value to philanthropic 
programs, and everything is measurable. 
 

2. Operation Efficiency – this point touches back the two social service models mentioned 
previously, i.e. service procurement model vs platform model; or it is like taxi company vs 
uber. The digital transformation is not about scaling up operation to increase the linear 
efficiency (reducing operation from 20% to 5%) of a taxi company or the service 
procurement model, but a paradigm shift to create exponential scalability of efficiency as in 
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uber or building empowerment platform (a platform managed by 10 people can serve 
unlimited communities). In the practice of social services, there are more than enough 
service procurement models in our society. What we need is a strategy to empower the 
‘Uber’ of impact, setting up the platform and letting the service grow spontaneously, with no 
or little change of operation. 
 

3. Economic Development Efficiency – fundamentally community economy is all about 
proximity (how close everyone is to each other) and based on the existing foundation of trust 
among people (how people do value exchange with others originally). For community 
collaborative economy programs, then transactions will have less friction. Community 
currency and collaborative economy programs also reduce the cost for inside community 
transactions. The metaphor is like an intranet of impact economy without the need to PCCW 
for external internet fee, until it is really needed. For economic development sake, it covers 
both the inevitable protectionism of fragile local economies (stable growth) and synergy 
between local economies and global networks (rapid growth).  
 

4. Social Capital Efficiency – we would like to argue that our program will generate upward 
mobility through local microservices and exchange platforms. It is a process to rapidly 
accumulate social capacity in a community or individual. The impact per dollar to generate 
social capital can be calculated in the program, through transactions and liquidity. Moreover, 
another value added strategy is to link the community collaborative economy with social 
finance, investment investment, micro equity, microfinance programs. Those will be the next 
step growth direction, but without those visions, the community collaborative economy 
program will not generate enough incentive to scale, as the ultimate goal for all stakeholders 
is to lift everyone out of poverty, but not having a slightly better quality of life inside poverty. 
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Ethnographic Research of Time Bank for UIUX 
and Its Digital Transformation Solutions 
Since 2019, we have been engaged by Hong Kong Council of Social Service (HKCSS), and four time 
bank practicing NGOs, including Hong Kong Federation of Women’s Centers, TSW Organic (天姿作
為), St. James Settlement and Hong Kong S.K.H. Lady MacLehose Centre, to kick start a 
collaborative research project to explore digital transformation of Time Bank practices in different 
social service models (Table 2). The goal of the research was to build a comment knowledge 
platform shared by the four NGOs and eventually a large audience, pilot digital solutions and receive 
feedback from future users, and finally design the next common digital infrastructure of time banks 
for everyone to use.  
 

Table 2: participants of decentralized time bank pilots 

 
This section of the Whitepaper will focus on the methodology and the finding from our ethnographic 
research of the users engaging with digital technology, i.e. decentralized applications, electronic 
wallets and tokenized community currency. We will try to use this report to inform next-step user 
experience design and user interface design. Moreover, we would also like to systemize the 
methodology, therefore when we are moving from one cultural system or community to another one, 
we are able to scale the products and services through standardized methodology.  
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Organization  Targets  Program Goal and Description  Location 

Hong Kong 
Federation of 
Women’s 
Centers 
 
 

❏ Women, especially those 
who are unpaid carers  

❏ Reduce carers’ workload through mutual 
support 

❏ Reduce carers’ living expenditure through 
rewarding unpaid work  

❏ Increase carers’ living quality  

❏ Kowloon West 

天姿作圍 in Tin 
Shui Wei 

❏ Lower-income people 
living in marginalized 
districts of Northern Hong 
Kong 

❏ Strengthen community bonds 
❏ Increase community-based economic 

exchange  
❏ Alleviating market monopoly in communities 

❏ Tin Shui Wei 
❏ Sheung Shui 

St. James 
Settlement 
 

❏ Women who have skill sets 
which potentials are yet to 
be unleashed  

❏ “Young Old” (People who 
are 50-70 years old 

❏ Alternative alleviating poverty comparing to 
connecting people to mainstream economy 

❏ Build skill set and capacity 

❏ Wanchai site 
❏ Sheung Shui site 

Hong Kong 
S.K.H. Lady 
MacLehose 
Centre 

❏ low-income, single parents  ❏ Time voucher to replace payment means of 
cash 

❏ Aim to increase types of services and 
products, in order to really reduce their living 
expenses 

❏ Kwai Ching 



 
Image 1: Workshop at St James Settlement 

Methodology 

The goals of this ethnographic research is to support any UIUX and software designers of time bank 
related tools to understand the cultural background and specific user preferences, because we 
believe the target user of our technology will be mainly from vulnerable communities, or with limited 
digital literacy. However, we also believe the work that we are doing is not only to understand the 
existing condition of the user experience limitations, but also to develop further digital literacy and 
financial literacy for the users. In other words, we would like to emphasize here that we do not mean 
to just define (or stereotype) a specific condition of user experience and limit the innovation of the 
technological functions, but through bilterateral and constant interactions with future users to build 
their capacity of adapting to more sophisticated functions. So, research by itself is a part of capacity 
building to let next-generation technologies, such as blockchain and AI, assimilate into people’s 
everyday life. After the research, we wish to develop the following analytical insights:  
 

● Stakeholder Mapping: to map out the relationship among users  
● User Persona: to investigate users demographics, social identities, and incentives of 

participation  
● User journey: to find out the what (what goods and services do users exchange), where 

(where is the location/ scenario of exchange, what does the flow look like) and challenges 
(what are the difficulties of exchange that can be potentially solved by digital APP/ 
Blockchain)  
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(Left) Image 2 and (right) Image 3: UIUX workshops with social workers to develop the interface logics 

Capacity Building – KYC5 Workshop Modules 

While doing standard ethnographic research, we also conduct action-based research that involves 
capacity building of new knowledge, skills, and awareness of systems for which we desire to 
develop within and on behalf of these communities.  We call this process KYC5, which refers to 
Know Your Client, an otherwise necessary protocol for a majority of financial compliance measures, 
where we instead subject it through five alternate dimensions that we find appropriate for deploying 
social finance solutions where typical KYC standards will not work.  These dimensions include: 
Community, Capacity, Commitment, Capital, and Currency   
 
We have been developing this workshop and capacity building method particularly to engage with 
grassroots community members. KYC5 is a series of workshops, lectures and community events 
with community members, to co-create software user requirements.  
 

● Know-Your-Community – emphasizing on ‘empathy’ methodology systems design. 
Through interviews, focus group discussions and private discussions, we would like to hear 
the voice from the community and develop an empathic point of view of the community, 
including their cultural, social, and even political considerations, concerns and limitations to 
develop community currency. 
 

● Know-Your-Capacity – user experience co-creation workshop to understand community 
members’ data literacy, digital literacy and financial literacy. This piece of information is very 
important for following user experience designers to design the workflow and levels of 
digitization. Moreover, we are also gamifying the user interface design, ‘Crazy Eight’ 
methodology, letting community members to think like UIUX designers. We believe the first 
hand insights from the community will contribute to the most sensitive design in the future. 
 

● Know-Your-Commitment – building awareness of data sovereignty, collective digital 
governance or consensus mechanisms in the community. Through case study sharing and 
games, we would like organizations and community members to understand the power 
systems of data can be designed, and everyone needs to commit to such consensus 
mechanisms. This process will help a lot when Time Bank programs are operating, how to 
make decisions together or even resolve conflicts. 
 

● Know-Your-Capital – reviewing two main types of community currency, one is a closed 
system without gateways to interact with fiat currency, and the other is to create ‘exit 
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strategy’ for community currencies to exchange with fiat currency. We would like to research 
and understand the ideology of the community as a whole about their attitude about capital. 
In Hong Kong, so far, the majority of cases have very specific desires to interact with capital, 
such as donations, CSR funding, government cash transfer programs and subsidies. 
 

● Know-Your-Currency - Lastly, we help design community currency with the community 
members together. We develop templates of use cases and let communities choose and 
modify. When the technology gets more and more sophisticated, we will start to introduce 
Smart Contract and more complex tokenization models to the community, helping to 
maximize value creation with limited amounts of resources.  
 

 
Image 4: Workshop at Women’s Center 

Stakeholder Mapping 

With the support of NGOs, we tried to map relationships among users, so it will help us to 
understand the interactions between the same or different types of users. We would like to 
understand the following questions in this research:  
 
WHY – Incentives to join time voucher program  
WHAT – What can they contribute to/ get from the program?  
WHERE – Scenario, location or way to ask for/ offer services or goods  
CHALLENGES – Factors make user hesitate about using time voucher 
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(Left) Image 5: ecosystem mapping of TSW Organic, and (right) Image 6: ecosystem mapping of TSW Organic 

 

User Types and Personas 
From our studies, the user-types are divided into two camps: 1.) Purpose Driven Organizations which 
have just one user person – NGOs; and 2.) Community Members which are broken down into seven 
unique personas – Farmers, Lower-income-earners, Retirees, Homemakers, Activists, Caretakers, 
General Public. This taxonomy is described as follows: 
 
User Type #1: Purpose driven organizations (Intermediaries)  

 
User Type #2: Community Members (NGO Members)  
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User Persona #1  NGOs 

Participation Incentives  Program Background:  
Financial Crisis —> need for community resilience 

Goods and Services 
Provided 

Sponsored/ donated goods  
(books, accessories, food, daily goods)  
Events/ classes: facial treatment, massage, handicrafts, needling, healthcare 
etc.  
 

Goods and Services Needed  Production (as farmers) 
Sales (as clerks) 

Exchange Location/ Channel  Retail shop (e.g. 土作坊 Wanchai; 時分天地 Sheung Shui) 
Fairs (e.g. monthly fair by 天姿作圍） 

Challenges Faced  Limited goods and services that can be exchanged —> low participation 
incentives —> program cannot be mainstreamed 

User Persona #1  Farmers 

Participation Incentives  1. Need a channel to sell their products 
2. Need seasonal labour for agricultural work   

Goods and Services 
Provided 

Agricultural products; 

Goods and Services 
Needed 

Volunteering (Seasonal Collection of Vegetables)  
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Exchange Location/ 
Channel 

Farm 

Challenges Faced  n/a 

User Persona #2  Lower-Income-Earners – Underemployed people with “free time”/ 
People with skills / talents that are often not monetizable  

Participation Incentives  Income/ “Employment”  
Socialize (acquire social capital)  
Acquire new skills 

Goods and Services 
Provided 

Housekeeping Work 
Babysitting 

Goods and Services 
Needed 

n/a 

Exchange Location/ 
Channel 

Home settings 

Challenges Faced  n/a 

User Persona #3  Retired/ Semi-retired people (elderly)  

Participation Incentives  Participate in interesting events/ classes  

Goods and Services 
Provided 

n/a 

Goods and Services 
Needed 

Wellbeing Courses (e.g. Massage, Yoga, etc.)  

Exchange Location/ 
Channel 

NGOs Interest Class  

Challenges Faced  n/a 

User Persona #4  Homemakers:  Housewife/ House Husband 

Participation Incentives  “Too much free time”  

Goods and Services 
Provided 

House cleaning 
Decoration services  
Companion 

Goods and Services 
Needed 

Food 
Babysitting 
Workshops (e.g. handicraft, wellbeing courses, etc.)  

Exchange Location/ 
Channel 

Home-based settings  

Challenges Faced  Cannot trust the counterpart to provide service at home-based settings 
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User Persona #5  Activists:  socially & environmentally friendly people who are seeking 
to donate goods  

Participation Incentives  Support mutual help initiatives 
Need a channel to donate spare goods  

Goods and Services 
Provided 

Second hand goods (some use consignment)  
 

Goods and Services 
Needed 

Recognition & Community Respect 

Exchange Location/ 
Channel 

n/a 

Challenges Faced  n/a 

User Persona #6  Caretakers 

Participation Incentives  Need “Rest” (others to take care of them as well) 

Goods and Services 
Provided 

Babysitting 
House cleaning 
Companion 

Goods and Services 
Needed 

Babysitting 
House cleaning 
Facial treatment  
Workshops (e.g. handicrafts, wellbeing courses, etc.)  

Exchange Location/ 
Channel 

Home-based settings 

Challenges Faced  Cannot trust the counterpart to provide service at home-based settings 

User Persona #7  General Public who needs goods and services  

Participation Incentives  Interested in mutual help 
 

Goods and Services 
Provided 

Second hand goods  

Goods and Services 
Needed 

Decoration services 
House cleaning 
House moving services 

Exchange Location/ 
Channel 

n/a 

Challenges Faced  n/a 



Summarizing Problems for Different Personas 

After the workshops, we did interviews with all NGOs and their team members. The following are 
challenges faced by All Participants: 
 

● No immediate access to events information  
● Little trust between suppliers and consumers (especially for home-based or care activities 

such as babysitting)  
○ Unvalidated information 
○ Unverified skillset and quality of service providers 
○ Little assurance of attendance (no show)   
○ Miscommunication between suppliers and consumers 
○ Disputes on price  

● Lack of goods and services provided 
● Little diversity of goods and services types provided 
● Over-saving habits prevents vouchers circulation  
● Hesitation to engage in monetary transaction (vs. non-monetary mutual support) with people 

within community  
 
In terms of digital transformation, we conclude the challenges related to analog bookkeeping: 
 

● Time-consuming  
● Tamper-able  
● Private/ personal/ sensitive data (e.g. name) exposed  
● No standard bookkeeping format —> low data interoperability between NGOs 
● Cannot track all transactions; can only document account summary from time to time (e.g. 

an NGO divide community members into groups, gather group members to match 
transaction records weekly)  

User Scenarios Research 

The following scenarios were developed by interviewing and workshopping with time bank users in 
the various ways that they interact with time bank programs.   

User scenario #1: Onboarding  

 
1. Community Members Onboarding: Community members participate in the time vouchers 

program through community-based NGOs.  
a. Community members know about the time vouchers program through posters, 

leaflets, words of mouth, etc.  
b. Community members pay HKD$10 membership fee to join the program 

 
2. Vendors Onboarding: community-based NGOs invite suitable vendors to participate in the 

program. The market will automatically screen out vendors who do not provide needed 
goods or services to community members.  
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User scenario #2: Time Vouchers Payment  

Community members are paid time vouchers (“wages”) when they provide services to NGOs. 
Amount of wages are paid as follows: 
 

 
Community members purchase goods from community vendors with time vouchers (and sometimes 
a combination of time vouchers and cash). After the community member pays, community vendor’s 
staff will record the payment (Ledger: Member ID, Item #, Quantity, Time vouchers paid, Cash paid, 
signature of shopkeeper) on an analog/ digital book.  
 

 
Image 7: Community Vendor’s Analog Book on Time Vouchers Payment (Ledger: Member ID, Item #, Quantity, Time 

vouchers paid, Cash paid, signature of shopkeeper)  
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Services  Wages ($TV) 

Production: Farming & Food processing  20/ hour 

Sales: Clerk   20/ hour 

Education: Tour guide & Workshop facilitator   20/ hour 



Image 8: Community Vendor’s digital book on Time Vouchers Payment. Steps:  1. Input product code, 2. Input 
quantity, 3. View automated payment amount, 4. Choose payment method, 5. Manually input time vouchers amount 

& cash amount 

User scenario #3: P2P Lending/ Borrowing of Time Vouchers  

More experienced community members sometimes voluntarily lend time vouchers to new members 
in order to make friends and facilitate more mutual support and community-based transactions. In 

this case, their lending/ borrowing records will be documented by NGOs staff on an analog book.  

User scenario #4: P2P Donations of Time Vouchers  

More experienced community members sometimes voluntarily lend time vouchers to new members 
in order to make friends and facilitate more mutual support and community-based transactions. In 

this case, their lending/ borrowing records will be documented by NGO’s staff on an analog book.  

 
Image 9: NGO’s Book on Time Vouchers Exchange (Ledger: Member ID, Lending/ returning amount)  

Pilot Design and Implementation 

The following section is about how we design the pilots with local communities. There were 6 
workshops set up at different districts in Hong Kong and more than 100 local community members 
joined the workshops.  
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Image 10: Service model and digitization of current bookkeeping for community timebank 

Pilot Objectives 

● To assess community members’ trust towards a digital vouchers system  
● To test the workflow and UIUX of a digital transaction between community members and 

community vendors.  

Pilot Users 

● 3 NGOs (Project owner): Rain from St James Settlement Wan Chai (SJSWC) 
● 10 NGO staff Data Agents:  Sherrie from St James Settlement Wan Chai (SJSWC) 
● 30 community members affiliated to each NGO: Cindy and Ben   

User Stories  
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  Story  Product 
Demo 1: Community member registers an account 
Create an Identity in the Time Voucher Community 
1  End-beneficiary creates his/her membership 

 
This is Cindy. She is a member of SJSWC and is invited to join the time 
voucher program.  
 
Cindy registers her account on Time Voucher Dapp with her phone 
number and her own password. She fills up a simple personal profile 
including a profile picture and name.  
 
Ben, Cindy’s husband, is also interested in joining but not a member of 
SJSWC yet. He also underwent the same registration process as 
Cindy. 

 
 
1. Cindy registers account 
2. Cindy fills up personal profile 
3. Profile submission, pending for 

approval 

2  Data Agent grant the membership of members 
 
This is Sherrie. She is a staff of SJSWC and is assigned to act as an 
agent who approves members’ accounts.  
 
Sherrie sees the profile submission from Cindy and approves her as a 
member.  
 
Sherrie sees the profile submission from Ben. As Ben is currently not a 

1. Sherrie overviews all membership 
applications. 

2. Sherrie accepts qualified 
members 

3. Sherrie rejects unqualified 
submissions 
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member of SJSWC, Sherrie contacts and invites him to participate in 
an offline briefing session.  
 
If Ben finishes the session, Sherrie will approve him as a member. 
Otherwise, Sherrie will reject his submission. 

3  End-beneficiary complete personal profile and acquire DID 
Cindy will also be asked to create a skillset profile by selecting her 
skills which are potentially available to provide to other members.  
 
DID is automatically generated and her ID can be searched by others 
either by name, membership ID or scanning QR code. 

1. Cindy is converted from General 
User to Community Member  

2. Cindy logs in and sees her DID 
3. Cindy fills up Skills session of her 

Profile 
4. Cindy will receive notifications 

when any Service Requests 
related to her are posted on 
Service Exchange Platform 

5. Cindy sees widgets (Profile, 
Wallet, Service Exchange 
Platform, Bookings)

 
Demo 2: Service Exchange Platform widget - as a service requester 
Community Member browse for existing services on the platform, post Service Request to look for Service Provider 
1  Community Member overviews potential service providers and Service 

Requests in Service Map 
 
Cindy clicks into the Service Exchange Platform widget. She sees a 
Service Map with shaded areas illustrating the current status of Service 
Request (in Green) and potential service providers(in Yellow). 
 
As Cindy fills up the Skills session of her Profile, she becomes a 
potential service provider of her listed services. Other community 
members are able to see an anonymous community member and are 
able to provide services at the shaded area. 
 
Service Requests submitted by other community members are also 
shown on the map. 
 
By clicking into the “Service Request” button, Cindy sees a list of 
existing Service Requests with the information including service type, 
location, date, time and Time token reward. 
 
By clicking into the “Service Providing” button, Cindy sees a list of 
existing potential service providers with the information including 
service type and location. 

1. Cindy opens Service Exchange 
Platform widget 

2. Cindy views the Service Map 
showing existing Service Request 
and potential available services 

3. List of existing Service Request 
and potential service provider are 
shown by clicking into “Service 
Request '' and “Service 
Providing” button respectively. 

2  Community Member, as a service requester, posting Service Request 
to look for suitable service provider by rewarding time Token 
 
Cindy has a young son who needs to be closely taken care of. 
Unfortunately, both Cindy and Ben have to work this weekend and are 
unable to take care of him. Therefore, Cindy tries to browse the Service 
Exchange Platform to look for potential service providers to help. 
 
Cindy opens the Service Exchange Platform widget and clicks the 
“Service Request” button. Cindy fills up the service content (Service 
type: Babysitting; Date: 6th March, 2020; Time: 10am-12nn; Location: 
Tin Shui Wai; Time token reward: 120) and posts it on the platform. 
 
Once the Service Request is posted, records and updates can be 
found in the Pending Session of the Bookings widget on the home 
page. 
 
After a few hours, 3 Community Members replied to the Service 
Request and would like to earn Time token from Cindy by taking care 
of her child. 
 
Cindy can select the Community Member, John, who she thinks is 
suitable. Cindy can view the person’s name, membership ID, rating and 
his/her skills. 
 
After accepting one of the Community Members, Cindy has to e-sign 
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an agreement, which is the smart contract stating the service type, 
counterparties, location, date, time and Time token reward, then 
transfer the amount to escrow. Once the amount is transacted, both 
parties are able to see each other’s contact to offline communicate to 
coordinate the service exchange details. 

3  Service Requester and Service Provider are able to cancel the service 
Cindy signed the agreement with John to take care of Cindy’s kid on 
6th March, 2020.  
Scenario 1: 
Cindy found that she can ask her mother-in-law to take care of her kid, 
she would like to cancel the service agreement. If it is 24+ hours before 
the service and without cancellation consent from John, she is able to 
take back 50% of the amount of token from escrow as a deposit 
penalty. If it is cancelled without cancellation consent from John within 
24 hours before the service, she is unable to take back any of the 
token. The token in escrow will be transferred to John as 
compensation. 
Scenario 2: 
John found that he is unable to provide the service and trying to cancel 
the agreement without cancellation consent from Cindy, he will have 
his credit rating downgraded. The token in escrow will be transferred 
back to Cindy. 
Scenario 3: 
Both John and Cindy agree to cancel the service agreement, it will be 
void and token in escrow will be transferred back to Cindy. 

 

4  After completing the service, Service Requester and Service Provider 
are able to comment and rate each other 
On 6th March, 2020, John helps Cindy to take care of her kid. Cindy 
has to go to the Bookings widget, open the service agreement with 
John and click on the “Service Complete” button to mark the service 
as complete in order to transfer the token to John from escrow. 
 
Then, both John and Cindy will receive a survey about the quality of 
the service. Users are asked to rate the service from 0 stars to 5 stars 
and write up some comments in the text box. This will become the 
service history and credit rating of the users. 

 

5  Service record and transaction record can be found anytime after 
service completion 
Both John and Cindy can check back the service history in the 
Completed Session of the Bookings widget. 
Transaction details can be checked in the Wallet widget. Cindy will see 
a transaction record of 120 Time token transferred to John; John will 
see a transaction record of 120 Time token transferred from Cindy. 

 

Demo 3: Service Exchange Platform widget - as a service provider 
Community Member browse for existing Service Request on the platform and  offer service to Service Requester 
  Community Member, as a service provider, searching for Service 

Request favorable to himself/herself to earn Time token 
 
John is a babysitter and would like to earn Time token via providing 
child-caring service to neighbours. He placed “Babysitting” as one of 
his skills in the Skillset Profile. 
 
John sees Cindy’s service request post notification as her request fits 
with John’s skills. 
 
Pete and Tim are also living in the same community and would like to 
earn Time token. They click the “Service Providing” button in the 
Service Exchange Platform widget. He tries to look for services suitable 
for him to serve by filter and keyword search. Both of them are 
interested in Cindy’s request. 
 
After Cindy’s selection, John is chosen to be the Service Provider to 
babysit Cindy’s kid. Peter immediately receives the agreement with an 
e-signature and smart contract stating the service type, counterparties, 
location, date, time and Time token reward. 
 
John also receives Cindy’s contact to offline communicate with her to 
coordinate the service exchange details. 

 



 

Workshop Capacity Building Flow Design  

Onboarding & Registering DID for community members  
● NGO staff will use the public computer to access DAPP link: XXXX  
● Members use their registered phone number and default password to sign in. Members will 

see their unique DID after filling up profile info:   
○ Profile picture  
○ Name  

● The member should see digital vouchers in his wallet and confirm with NGO staff if that’s the 
right amount of paper voucher that he deposited.   

● NGO staff will save the DID page and send it to the member’s phone via SMS/whatsapp. A 
paper DID will also be printed out immediately.  

● The member should open the link in his phone and sign in to change the password 
immediately  

Mimicking the transactions between vendors and members  
● Venders will be invited to the center to participate in the mock with the members.  
● Member will pick an item he wants to buy and go to the vendor   
● Vendor uses his phone to scan the member’s DID (either printed or on phone)  

○ Sender of Time Voucher: The member (by scanning his DID card)  
○ Receiver of Time Voucher: Vendor (by default)  
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3  Service Requester and Service Provider are able to cancel the service 
Cindy signed the agreement with John to take care of Cindy’s kid on 
6th March, 2020.  
Scenario 1: 
Cindy found that she can ask her mother-in-law to take care of her kid, 
she would like to cancel the service agreement. If it is 24+ hours before 
the service and without cancellation consent from John, she is able to 
take back 50% of the amount of token from escrow as a deposit 
penalty. If it is cancelled without cancellation consent from John within 
24 hours before the service, she is unable to take back any of the 
token. The token in escrow will be transferred to John as 
compensation. 
Scenario 2: 
John found that he is unable to provide the service and trying to cancel 
the agreement without cancellation consent from Cindy, he will have 
his credit rating downgraded. The token in escrow will be transferred 
back to Cindy. 
Scenario 3: 
Both John and Cindy agree to cancel the service agreement, it will be 
void and token in escrow will be transferred back to Cindy. 

 

4  After completing the service, Service Requester and Service Provider 
are able to comment and rate each other 
On 6th March, 2020, John helps Cindy to take care of her kid. Cindy 
has to go to the Bookings widget, open the service agreement with 
John and click on the “Service Complete” button to mark the service 
as complete in order to transfer the token to John from escrow. 
 
Then, both John and Cindy will receive a survey about the quality of 
the service. Users are asked to rate the service from 0 stars to 5 stars 
and write up some comments in the text box. This will become the 
service history and credit rating of the users. 

 

5  Service record and transaction record can be found anytime after 
service completion 
Both John and Cindy can check back the service history in the 
Completed Session of the Bookings widget. 
Transaction details can be checked in the Wallet widget. Cindy will see 
a transaction record of 120 Time token transferred to John; John will 
see a transaction record of 120 Time token transferred from Cindy. 

 



○ Items: (type in the product codes or choose from drop down menu by vendor)  
○ Quantity: (type in by vendor)  
○ Price (type in by vendor)  

● Double digital signature by typing in passwords by both member and vendor to confirm the 
transaction   

● Transaction is done, receipt can be printed or sent to the member’s phone if needed.  
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Complementary Community Currency 
Frameworks for Other Development Applications 
In 2020, besides the four piloting organizations, we have been workshopping with other groups of 
timebank communities in Hong Kong to explore how Time Bank solutions meet their constituents’ 
needs, and what additional problems they would like to solve to help further stimulate 
community-based economy, shared economy, and circular economy on a practical level, where we 
met with the Hong Kong Council of Social Services (for inter-community currency exchange ), the 
Hong Kong Time Bank Network Platform (a group of NGO, community, and university researchers 
with the intent to improve Timebanks), and individual NGOs such as  Neighborhood Advice Action 
Council and  Society of Rehabilitation and Crime Prevention.  Lastly, we also create groups of social 
enterprises in Hong Kong willing to adapt time bank concepts in their community making operations. 
 
For each group, we conducted high-level town hall meetings that introduced the concept of digitizing 
the current timebank ecosystems respectively, and opened the discussion to stakeholders about the 
benefits, shortcomings, and aspirations they have for time banking.  From these meetings, we came 
out with a smattering of concerns and problems, but perhaps more importantly we are able to 
summarize what can be possible for the future of community currencies in Hong Kong, which in 
addition to timebanks include a.) Lending Library, b.) Social Service, c.) Time Bank Consortia 
Governance, d.) Community Economy, and e.) Community Exchange. In the following, we also 
summarize some new applications and insights for Time Bank and community currency helping 
different types of programs. Some  

Tokenized Lending Library 

 
Image 11: CIC implementation to time bank ecosystem 

 
The background of the lending library is based on the development of transitional housing in Hong 
Kong for low-income families who are in the waiting-line for public housing to have temporary 
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accommodations. The transitional housing is usually advocating a lot of co-living and sharing ideas. 
We have engaged with two transitional housing operators with similar desires and we believe the 
lending library is a good add-on to the existing time bank platform. 
 
After discussion with a number of NGOs, we have found that they would like to push the circular 
economy concept as far as they can within their constituent communities to help enable people to 
further save money while having agency to utilize items that will help their productivity such as 
sharing a bike, a rice-cooker, or even a business suit.  In some of the public-housing communities, a 
shared lending library is something that is desired or already in service, but with an analog system 
that bottlenecks within the slow information flow of the community that must continually update who 
has what objects in one paper ledger that has limited access during office hours.   
 
The scope for this type of sharing token is fairly simple and straightforward:  can we track where 
something is at all times and just allow the community to manage the stewardship of storage, 
collection, and exchange.  We will be building this into the next version of the time bank upgrade as 
an additional plug-in for those communities that require such services.   

Tokenized Social Services 

For large Public Private Partnership programs, multi-services NGOs, or government agencies that 
provide a wide spectrum of different types of support services, they face the continual bottleneck of 
select service providers that then must be assigned to beneficiaries in need who must be certified of 
having that need, and then once services match needs, then the service providers must be 
reimbursed for their services.  Currently, this is mostly conducted through a massive paper 
application and filing system that not only increases wait time and decreases services deployed, but 
also is constrained to the available intelligence of the operations system to identify problems, match 
needs with services, and then to deploy resources.  
 
We seek to help overcome these obstacles by decentralizing the various aspects of providing social 
services including: 

● Identifying needs within the community / signalling needs of individuals 
● Mapping needs so that organizations can better plan resource allocations 
● Validation of needs issuance of tokens to those in need for specific services 
● Matching community member needs with appropriate service providers 
● Providing point-of-sales payment of tokens from beneficiaries to service providers 
● Financial settlement from NGOs, Philanthropy, or government agencies for service providers 

in exchange for tokens collected from services rendered unto beneficiaries  
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Image 12: Service tokenization on decentralized time bank 

Time Bank Consortia Governance 

Hong Kong Time Bank Network PlatformThis group is organized by an NGO working mainly on 
elderly care services, and funded by a family foundation in Hong Kong. The group has monthly 
meetings to share operational insights of Time Bank, make collective decisions, and govern the 
vision and mission of Time Bank. This group is a collective group of NGOs with similar visions. The 
consortia has very specific on-boarding, participation and community making procedures, in order to 
maintain the alignment between the vision and mission statement and the practice. The following is a 
summary of the proposed governance structure for Time Bank consortia in general. 
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Voting by consortium members:  
 
Model 1 – based on authority 
All consortium members have equal voting 
power against each other. 
 
Model 2 – based on stake 
There is a rule to calculate the stake (%) of 
voting power based on a list of activities, i.e. 
contribution (of time, IP, etc), length of 
membership, etc 

 
Image 13: Governance structure of Time Bank consortium 

in Hong Kong 



 
 

Table 3: Governance and permission of time bank consortium 

Local Economy and Trading System (LETS) 

LETS are designed economies that mix together both community currencies with some sort of 
transport to real fiat currencies to help boost the local economy to have connectivity to mainstream 
economic growth.  This model is being considered as a transitional poverty strategy during the 
COVID19 as well as planning for Post-COVID recovery efforts by the leadership of the Neighborhood 
Advice-Action Council (NAAC) in response to severe increase in the unemployment rate in Tung 
Chung District, a large public housing community on Lantau Island, next to the airport and Disney 
Land. The community is suffering a seriously negative impact from Covid due to the closure of the 
airport and Disney Land. 
 
NAAC seeks to create a program that goes beyond the classic time bank model by deploying a 
LETS, from simply using time to be the universal unit to developing another type of value unit 
system, but to involve local community merchants in the time time economy.  Moreover, other NGOs 
also recognized the demand of Covid towards local economies. There are a few enquiries in different 
districts in Hong Kong to explore community merchant integration, so that Time Bank is moving from 
community currency, toward LETS and community economy.  This has raised several open ended 
questions by several time bank operators which include: 
 

● How to develop a dynamic value unit, which can work both with immaterial context such as 
volunteerism and material context such as remittance? 

● How to allow community members to use this unit to exchange products from local 
convenience stores? 

● How to measure the impact based on the liquidity and value transaction calculations? 
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Governance levels  Membership  Description  Responsibilities/Gain  Selection criteria 

1  Consortium 
members (CM) 

Consortium partners are 
organizations originally 
founding the consortium and 
new members agreed by all 
existing consortium 
members. 

•Consortium governance 
•Data governance 
•Mission & vision review 
and evaluation 
•Knowledge management 
•Collectively own all IP of 
the consortium 
•Private IP only shareable 
within the consortium 
•Monthly CM meetings 

•KYC & due diligence process 
by all consortium members 
•100% agreement from all 
consortium members 

2  Exchange 
partners (EP) 

Exchange partners are 
members not able to join the 
decision making of the 
consortium vision and 
mission, rules and guidelines, 
but able to exchange 
community currency 
knowledge and knowhow 
among members. 

•Fulfill the conduct 
guideline set by the 
consortium members 
•Able to access public IP 
shared by the consortium 
•Able to exchange 
community currency with 
other members 

•KYC & due diligence process 
by at least one consortium 
members 
•Consortium members can vital 
(to terminate) the membership of 
EP 

3  Advocacy 
partners 

  •Sharing public IP from the 
consortium 

 



Community Currency Exchange 

One of the glaring gaps for timebank economies is the inability to translate goods and services 
provided in its system into a fiat monetary value, thereby limiting its practical applications in helping 
communities to build savings, increase liquidity, and to make substantial upgrades to their lives. 
NGOs in Hong Kong also mentioned the operational and regulatory problem of community currency 
in their time bank during COVID when there is sudden increase of users or sudden increase of 
charity funding. Due to these limitations, a system that can help embed monetary value into the 
underpinnings of timebanks is being critically explored by these organizations.  We are currently 
helping them to understand how a blockchain can help through decentralized fractional reserve 
solutions that our fellow partner Grassroots Economics has developed called Community Inclusion 
Currency (CIC).   
 

 
Image 14: time currency exchange (Palm Token) as the instrument for all time currencies to exchange 

 
Through extensive discussion amongst the groups, we have surmised three different cases for CIC 
to solve problems. Community Exchange was a project under the HKCSS Poverty Alleviation 
Research Department.  The program was to create a marketplace for all communities (at that time 
there were 4 NGOs in 6 districts) to exchange local time bank credits among each other and 
exchange services and products from a marketplace.  The program is currently in the process of 
scaling through digital transformation. The original model was based on analog paper tokens.  
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Potential Community Inclusion Currency Applications 

 
Image 15: Workshop discussion between Will Ruddick (Grassroots Economy), Dr. Shaun Conway (ixo Foundation) and Ilex 

Lam (iEnterprise) in Hong Kong about CIC implementation 
 
Community Inclusion Currency, or CIC, is an economic model developed by Will Ruddick from 
Grassroots Economics. CIC governs values of community currency based on bonding curves. It 
becomes a dynamic standard to regulate inter-community exchange, remittance (for direct cash 
transfer or for product redeem) and other types of smart philanthropic activities. We believe CIC 
applications can solve the problems from these three cases, i.e. community currency exchange, 
voucher redemption of products and services, and other community economy programs. We have 
been explaining CIC feasibility to all of them and all of them are willing to pilot CIC mechanisms in 
their cases. We are prioritizing the NAAC case, because the organization is more ready, and the case 
is more flexible to design. Then the community exchange case from HKCSS is a good case to pilot 
CIC from multiple communities and how to create the exchange platform. We will put the reserve 
scale problem to the last, because it may need a concrete commitment of a donor and need to 
resolve compliance issues. For this concept, we will explore and develop pilots in the next phase of 
this research. 
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Research Findings for User Experience Design 
In the following, we try to conclude insights about the design of the technology and the programs. 
We hope all these insights will help the UIUX designer, product designer and program designer of 
Time Bank software in general. 

Onboarding 

● NGOs as point of trust: Community members trust the digital applications because they are 
introduced to them by the NGOs. Therefore it is important to let the NGOs become the point 
of trust, or data agent, to onboard community members.  
 

● Paper ID: In order to cater the needs of digitally illiterate community members such as the 
elderly, NGOs shall print out the DID in paper form (including a photo, scannable DID and 
password hint) to enable transactions without community members holding a digital device.  
 

● No exposure of personal information on Paper ID: no sensitive or private information of 
the users will be shown on the Paper ID.  
 

● Password Hint: Community members, especially the elderly do not remember passwords. 
Password hints are required. 
 

● Password Retrieval: Community members easily forget about their password. Password 
retrieval functionalities are critical.  
 

● Option to show password: When inputting password during registration, add a “show 
password” box to let members check if they input the right password   
 

● Big Font Size: elderly community members prefer to have bigger font size for visual clarity.  
 

Marketplace  

● Dispute Resolution Mechanism: Community members often face the challenge of “no 
show” or purchasing services that are completely different from expected. Disputes occur. 
There is an alert system that informs NGOs to step in and resolve the disputes.  
 

● Escrow Account: Apart from a dispute resolution mechanism, there requires an escrow 
account that saves payment from consumers and only distributes it to suppliers when 
service is delivered successfully.  
 

● Service Feedback System: Complementing the escrow account is a Service Feedback 
System that enables the consumer to comment or rate the services or the suppliers. In order 
to prevent unhealthy competition over the scores, the rating system would include various 
criteria and qualitative inputs that enable multidimensional and complex feedback.  
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● Personal Information disclosed ONLY when matched with a counterpart: Community 
members are extremely concerned about exposing their personal information especially 
photos and phone numbers to the public. It is critical to only expose these information when 
needed (when suppliers and consumers must contact each other). 

User Roles and Requirements  

Each consortium member represents a relevant stakeholder entity to a project/program (consortium). 
We suggest ultimately to develop two types of nodes for the consortium blockchain system. There 
are two different types of node within a child consortium and a Super Admin node which exists in the 
parent consortium.   
 

 

Governance Structure  

Each node (usually representing an organization) has an organization structure that represents 
different types of users. There are 5 different user-roles which are general across all projects.  

User Roles  

There are 5 user-roles: General Public, Community Members (會員), Delegates (工作小組組員), 
Auditors (3rd party – only be added if necessary) and Project Admin (NGO負責人). These roles are 
general across all different organizations within different consortia. And each roles have main 
differences in three main functionalities: Data Permission, Data Collection, Token (Voucher) 
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Type   Description  

Super   
Admin  

I. Co-host all of its child consortium  
II. Create a child consortium for Time Voucher  
III. Onboard/Assign Consortium Admin (HKCSS) to a child consortium  
A. SZC receive KYC documents from HKCSS  
B. SZC assign Admin Role to the organizations   
C. SZC remain as a co-admin of time voucher consortium to assist in 

technical issues  

Consortium Admin   I. Onboarded by Super Admin (SZC) to become the admin of a consortium 
to Time Voucher Project  

A. SZC receive KYC documents from Consortium Admin (HKCSS project 
coordinator)  

B. SZC assign Admin Role to the organization (HKCSS)  
II. Configure its consortium network setting  
III. Onboard new Participants (NGOs) nodes to the time voucher consortium  
IV. If needed, assign Participant (NGOs) node to become co-admin of the 

consortium  

Participant (Organization 
Admin)  

I. Onboarded by Consortium Admin (HKCSS)  
A. SZC receive KYC documents from Organization Admin (NGO project 

coordinator)  
B. Consortium Admin assigning Admin Role  
II. A stakeholder (usually an organization) for the project/program  
III. Assign *user-roles within a node (organization)  
IV. If need, Participant Node can become a Consortium Co-Admin with the 

approval from existing Consortium Admin  



Transactions (*token transaction permissions depend on the combination of user-role type + KYC 
level. Explained further in later section).  
 

User Journey Scenarios Planning for UIUX designer 

User-based Scenario  
1. Consortium level (Board of Nodes - NGOs) 

a. Super Admin 
i. Authentication 
ii. Configure consortium network setting 
iii. Create new consortium and onboard consortium admin 
iv. Access and view data/analysis based on data permission setting through 

admin dashboard 
b. Consortium Admin 

i. Authentication 
ii. Configure its consortium network setting 
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User Roles   How are they assigned?   Permission   Example Users   

Project Admin  1. First Project Admin: Added by the 
Consortium Admin (HKCSS)  

2. Other Project Admin: Added by the 
First Project Admin & Assigned as 
an Project Admin  

Assign Delegates to 
collect data from 
Community Members  
Submit and Collect 
Data from all 
user-roles  
  

Project Admin of a Time 
Voucher NGO, Administrative 
assistant of a Time Voucher 
NGO  

Delegate   1. By being added by the Project 
Admin in the Project Group & 
assigned as a Delegate  

2. By filling in a Project Group 
reference code when signing up, a 
user automatically becomes a 
Delegate in that Organization  

Submit and Collect 
Data from Community 
Members  

NGO functional group 
committee members (Farming
group, Redeem shop group, 
Workshop group)  

Community 
Member  

1. By being added by the Delegate in 
the Engagement Group & assigned 
as a Community Member  

2. By filling in a Engagement Group 
reference code when signing up, a 
user automatically becomes a 
Community Member in that 
Organization  

Submit Data through 
surveys  

Retired, housewife, elderly, 
migrants  

Auditor   1. By being added by the Org Admin 
in the Project Group & assigned as 
an Auditor in the group, a user 
becomes the Auditor of that 
Organization  

Collect Data from 
Community Members  

Auditors  

General User   1. By signing up, a user becomes a 
General User  

Submit Data of 
him/herself  

Citizens, public  



iii. Onboard new nodes within its consortium and assign new consortium 
co-admin 

iv. CRUD data & analysis based on data permission setting through admin 
dashboard 

v. Mint tokens 
c. Participant (Organization Admin) 

i. Authentication 
ii. Onboard Project Admin to the Organization 
iii. CRUD data & analysis based on data permission setting through admin 

dashboard 
iv. Request to consortium admin to become a co-admin of the consortium 

2. Node (Organization) Level 
a. Project Admin (NGO Person in Charge) 

i. Assign/edit user-role to users within organization 
ii. Create project groups and engagement groups and invite appropriate users 

to each groups 
iii. CRUD data & analysis based on data permission setting through admin 

dashboard 
iv. Distribute tokens to delegates and assign the amount of tokens delegates 

can give per Community Members 
v. CRUD survey and distribute surveys to appropriate users 

b. Delegates (a.k.a Data Agents) 
i. Collect data from Community Members 
ii. Receive token from organization admins 
iii. Onboard (approve and reject)new Community Members 
iv. CRUD data based on data permission setting through dashboard 
v. Update product list in vendor shop 
vi. Overview activities (service and vendor shop) of community members 

c. Community Members 
i. Submit data and receive reward tokens 
ii. User tokens at service providers 
iii. Browse, post needs and request for service 
iv. Browse, post offer and provide service 
v. Sell and buy product in vendor shop and marketplace 

 
Function-Based Scenario 

1. Creating Groups 
a. Project Groups 

i. Project Admin creates Project Group and invites Delegates through a 
reference code 

b. Engagement Groups 
i. Delegates creates Engagement Group and invites Community Members 

through a reference code 
2. Onboarding 

a. Below scenarios assume that Organization Admin has been onboarded by either 
Consortium Admin or SZC 

b. Organization Admin onboards Project Admin (e.g Project Manager in SJS Wan Chai) 
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i. Organization Admin onboard Project Admin by giving a reference code, 
which Project Admin use to sign up their accounts 

ii. Inside Organization Admin’s dashboard, Organization Admin approves or 
reject Project Admin for joining Project Group 

iii. Upon Organization Admin’s approval, Project Admin is onboarded to be the 
admin of the Organization Group 

c. Project Admin onboards Delegates 
i. Project Admin onboards a Delegates to a Project Group by giving a 

reference code, which Delegates use to sign up their accounts 
ii. Once Delegates sign up using the reference code provided by Project 

Admin, Delegates need to wait for final approval from Project Admin 
iii. Inside Project Admin’s dashboard, Project Admin approves or rejects 

Delegates for joining the Project Group 
iv. Upon Project Admin’s approval, Delegates is onboarded to the Project 

Group 
d. Delegate onboard Community Members 

i. Delegate onboards a Community Member to a Project Group by giving a 
reference code, which Community Member use to sign up their accounts 

ii. Once Community Member sign up using the reference code provided by 
Delegates, Community Member need to wait for final approval from Delegate 

iii. Inside Delegate’s dashboard, Delegate approves or rejects Community 
Member for joining the Project Group 

iv. Upon Delegate’s approval, Community Member is onboarded to the Project 
Group 

e. General User onboard 
i. General User sign up through Dapp and is onboarded without group 

association. Delegate has to review the profile of General User and offer 
off-line briefing session before converting the General User to Community 
Member 

3. KYC 
4. Disseminating & Reading information 

a. Project Admin disseminates information (e.g. announcements, educational materials, 
curriculum) to Delegates/ Community Members to train and update them from time 
to time during the project 

b. Delegate disseminates information (e.g. announcements, educational materials, 
curriculum) to Community Members to train and update them from time to time 
during the project 

c. Project Admin/ Delegates/ Community Members view information to learn and 
receive updates 

5. Data Collection and Validation 
a. The user is able to CRUD data based on their data permission setting 
b. For every data submitted or collected, the user receives token for reward 
c. Type of Data Collection and Validation 

i. Individual Profile 
ii. Group Profile 
iii. Claim Needs 
iv. Service offering 
v. Voting 
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vi. Token usage activities (Vendor Shop and Service Exchange Platform) 
vii. Impact Auditing 

d. All data collected and validated should be available to read/edit to users based on 
their data permission setting 

6. Send and Receive Tokens 
a. Dispersing Tokens when Community Members first sign up: when a community 

member first signs up to the Dapp, they will receive tokens directly from the 
organization wallet 

b. Existing Members will convert their physical paper token to digital time token 
according to Delegates’ booking record 

i. Community Member signs up 
ii. Community Member automatically receives tokens when onboarding from 

Organization Wallet - via Smart Contract 
c. Asset trade (C2C) and Vendor Shop (B2C): This includes the trade of agricultural 

products, second-hand items among Community Members (C2C) or between 
Community Members and Delegates (B2C) 

Vendor Shop (Can be item or community activities) 
i. Community Member visits vendor shop  
ii. Delegate who keeps the vendor shop check out the items and come up with 

the price 
iii. Community Member transfer tokens to Delegate 
iv. Delegate verify transactions 
v. Delegate receives tokens and both Community Member and Delegate 

receive receipt 
Asset Trade 

i. Community Member A brings assets to Community Member B 
ii. Community Member B transfers tokens to Community Member A 
iii. Community Member A verifies transactions 
iv. Community Member B receives tokens and both Community Member A and 

B receive receipt 
d. Service Exchange Request: This includes the service exchange among Community 

Members (C2C) or between Community Members and Delegates (B2C) 
Community Centre Recruitment (B2C) 

i. Delegates organize activities and need help from community members 
ii. Delegates post Need Request on Service Exchange Platform with the 

service details (date, time, venue, Time token reward, service content, 
special requirements)  

iii. Community Members get notification of activities he/she is interested in/ 
related to his/her skillset or actively browse the Service Exchange Platform 

iv. Community Members request to take part in the activity 
v. Delegates receive bunches of requests and select ideal Community 

Members to join 
vi. Delegates and each Community Members countersign a smart contract 

which Delegates send the Time tokens to escrow and Community Members 
will receive the tokens after completing the service with Delegates’ validation 

vii. Community Members receives tokens and both Community Member and 
Delegate receive receipt 
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viii. Delegate as a service requester can rate and comment on the quality of 
service provided by Community Members as a credit rating 

Service Exchange between Community Members (C2C) 
i. Community Member A post Need Request on Service Exchange Platform 

with the service details (date, time, venue, Time token reward, service 
content, special requirements) 

ii. Community Members get notification of the Need Request Post he/she is 
interested in/ related to his/her skillset or actively browse the Service 
Exchange Platform 

iii. Delegates are able to overview each Service Post to check if there are 
sensitive and suspicious activities 

iv. Community Members request to take part in the service 
v. Community Member A receives bunches of requests and select ideal 

Community Member B to help 
vi. Community Member A and Community Member B countersign a smart 

contract which Community Member A sends the Time Tokens to escrow and 
Community Member B will receive the tokens after completing the service 
with Community A’s validation 

vii. If either party decides to cancel the agreement, warning and deduction in 
credit rating will be carried out. Certain amount of Time tokens in the escrow 
will be returned to Community Member A and the rest will be sent to 
Community Member B as a deposit. 

viii. If both parties agree to cancel the agreement, no warning, deduction in 
credit rating or Time token penalty will be caused. 

ix. Community Member B receives tokens and both Community Member A and 
Community Member B receive receipt 

x. Community Member A as a service requester can rate and comment on the 
quality of service provided by Community Members as a credit rating; 
Community Member B can report to the system which will be handled by 
Delegates  

e. Mint Time token 
i. Consortium Admin should be able to mint token 
ii. Consortium Admin distributes token to Project Admin 

7. Service Map 
a. Service Request 

i. Community Members and Delegates raise Service Request on Service 
Exchange Platform 

ii. Service Map will shade the areas which service requester set the service 
venue as 

b. Service Offer 
i. Community Members complete Skillset part of the Individual Profile 
ii. Related skillset will be treated as service offer 
iii. Service Map will shade the areas which potential service provider set the 

service venue as 
8. User exits Group: When a user exits group, he/she cannot access to the data permissions 

granted for his/her user role in this group 
a. Community Member: once a Community Member leaves group, he or she cannot 

access group data and  other Community Members’ individual data within the group 
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b. Delegate: once a Delegate leaves group, he or she cannot access the group wallet 
and Community Members’ individual data within the group 

c. Organization Admin: once a Organization Admin leave group, he or she cannot 
access group wallet and Delegates; or Community Members’ individual data within 
the group 

9. Group Admin spends tokens on behalf of other group members 
a. Organization Group Wallet 

i. Project Admin should be able to spend tokens inside the Group Wallet with 
allowance limits 

ii. Delegates should be able to spend tokens inside the Group Wallet with 
allowance limits 

10. Changing Data Permission Setting by Organization Admin for Users 
a. Request from Auditors: 

i. When Auditors find out a problem with a specific individual, they will request 
to access the individual impact data and individual personal data of that 
individual. The individual can either approve/disapprove such request 

11. Changing Data Permission Setting by Consortium Admin for Nodes 
a. Requests from Consortium admin: most of the time a Consortium Admin is not 

permitted to see the aggregated personal data  
b. Consortium admin - aggregated personal data, anonymous personal data  

12. Exchange Tokens Across Different Consortium 
a. Consortium Admin should be able to exchange tokens across different consortiums 

through Super Consortium 
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